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Abstract.
In this paper, the properties of stably stratified turbulence (SST) and turbulent
thermal convection are contrasted. A key difference between these flows is the sign of
the kinetic energy feed by buoyancy, FB . For SST, FB < 0 due to its stable nature;
consequently, the kinetic energy flux Πu(k) decreases with wavenumber k that leads
to a steep kinetic energy spectrum, Eu(k) ∼ k−11/5. Turbulent convection is unstable,
hence FB > 0 that leads to an increase of Πu(k) with k; this increase however is
marginal due to relatively weak buoyancy, hence Eu(k) ∼ k−5/3, similar to that in
hydrodynamic turbulence. This paper also describes the conserved fluxes for the above
systems.
1. Introduction
Buoyancy affects the flows in planets and stars, hence its understanding is very critical.
Buoyancy-driven flows come in two categories: (a) Stably stratified flows, as in Earth’s
atmosphere; (b) Unstably stratified flows, as in thermal convection, Raleigh-Taylor
instability, etc. These two classes of flows have very different behavior, e.g., nature
of isotropy and large-scale flows, spectral energy spectrum and flux, etc. The above
topics have extensive literature [3, 8, 10, 19, 34], and even an introduction of these
topics would take many pages. Hence this paper is limited to contrasting the energy
spectrum and flux of the aforementioned two classes of flows. In addition, among the
unstably stratified flows, I focus on turbulent thermal convection.
Figure 1 exhibits schematic diagrams of a stably stratified flow and thermal
convection. In stably stratified flows, the density decreases with vertical height. The
density variation however is reversed in thermal convection. These density stratifications
make the flow stable and unstable respectively. These contrasting nature of stability
leads to very different energy spectra for the two sets of flows.
The energy spectra of stably stratified flows depend critically on the strength of
stratification. This paper is focussed on moderate stratification for which the flow
is nearly isotropic. For such flows, Bolgiano [6] and Obukhov [24] provided the first
phenomenological model, referred to as Bologiano-Obuknov (BO) phenomenology or
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of a stably stratified flow: Lighter fluid is above
the heavier fluid. ρb and ρt are the fluid densities at the bottom and top layers
respectively. (b) The mean density ρ¯(z) decreases linearly with z. (c, d) Schematic
diagram of thermal convection in which the density variation is reversed. The bottom
plate is hotter than the top plate.
scaling. In this model, the kinetic energy spectrum, Eu(k), is proportional to k
−11/5,
which is steeper than Kolmogorov’s k−5/3 spectrum. The additional steepening of
inertial Eu(k) is because of the attrition of kinetic energy flux due to the transfer of
kinetic energy to the potential energy.
Stably stratified flows and thermal convection are described by very similar
equations, hence many researchers assumed that the BO phenomenology would be
applicable to turbulent thermal convection as well ([3, 8, 19, 20, 21, 27, 34] and
references therein). In particular, using field-theoretic and scaling arguments, L’vov [20],
L’vov and Falkovich [21], and Rubinstein [27] argued that turbulent thermal convection
follows BO scaling. A large number of experiments and numerical simulations were
performed to test the above hypothesis, but they have been inconclusive with some
reporting BO scaling, while others reporting Kolmogorov’s k−5/3 kinetic energy spectrum
([3, 8, 19, 20, 21, 27, 34] and references therein). In the present paper it is shown that the
kinetic energy flux of turbulent convection is very different from that of stably-stratified
flows due to the unstable nature of thermal convection. Following this thread and several
numerical findings, it is shown that the turbulence properties of turbulent thermal
convection are very similar to those of hydrodynamic turbulence—namely Kolmogorov’s
k−5/3 spectrum, and constant kinetic energy flux.
The outline of the paper is as follows: Secs. 2 and 3 introduce the governing
equations, turbulence phenomenologies, and numerical results of stably stratified flows
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and thermal convection respectively. The last section contains a summary of the
differences between the two flows.
2. Stably stratified turbulence
A typical stably stratified flows appears as in Fig. 1(a). The local density, %(x, y, z), of
the flow at r = (x, y, z) is
%(x, y, z) = ρ¯(z) + ρ(x, y, z), (1)
where ρ¯(z) is the mean density at height z, and ρ(x, y, z) is the fluctuation around this
mean. It is customary to assume a linear density profile for ρ¯(z):
ρ¯(z) = ρb +
dρ¯
dz
z = ρb +
ρt − ρb
d
z. (2)
For stably stratified flows, it is convenient to express the density variable in the
unit of velocity, b = (gρ)/(Nρm), in terms of which the governing equations for stably
stratified turbulence (SST) are
∂u
∂t
+ (u · ∇)u = − 1
ρm
∇σ −Nbzˆ + ν∇2u + Fu, (3)
∂b
∂t
+ (u · ∇)b = Nuz + κ∇2b. (4)
where u, σ are the velocity and pressure fields respectively, g is the acceleration due to
gravity, Fu is the external force (in addition to buoyancy), −Nbzˆ is the buoyancy, and
ν, κ are the kinetic viscosity and thermal diffusivity respectively. The parameter
N =
√
g
ρm
∣∣∣∣dρ¯dz
∣∣∣∣ (5)
is the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency, which is related to the frequency of the internal gravity
waves.
The densities of kinetic and potential energies are
Eu =
u2
2
; Eb =
b2
2
(6)
respectively. In the absence of external force Fu, ν, and κ, the total energy
E =
1
2
∫
dr(u2 + b2) (7)
is conserved. However, when Fu = 0 but ν, κ 6= 0, the total energy of the dissipative
SST decays. Therefore, an external force Fu is needed to maintain a steady state. In
the present paper it is assumed that Fu is employed at large scales.
Some of the relevant nondimensional parameters of SST are Reynolds number, Re,
which is urmsd/ν; Prandtl number, Pr, which is ν/κ;
Froude number Fr =
urms/d
N
=
urms
dN
; (8)
Richardson number Ri =
N |b|rmsd
u2rms
. (9)
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Note that Ri ≈ Fr−2. For a detailed derivation, refer to Verma [34].
Multiscale energy transfers are conveniently described in Fourier space. Here, the
one-dimensional kinetic and potential energy spectra are defined as
Eu(k) =
∑
k−1<k′≤k
1
2
|u(k)|2; Eb(k) =
∑
k−1<k′≤k
1
2
|b(k)|2. (10)
The nonlinear energy transfers across modes are quantified using energy fluxes or energy
cascade rates. The kinetic energy flux Πu(k0) for a wavenumber sphere of radius k0 is the
total kinetic energy leaving the said sphere due to nonlinear interactions. The potential
energy flux Πb(k0) is defined similarly. Using the mode-to-mode kinetic/potential energy
transfers, the corresponding fluxes are computed as
Πu(k0) =
∑
|k′|>k0
∑
|p|>k0
−= [{k′ · u(q)}{u(p) · u(k′)}] , (11)
Πb(k0) =
∑
|k′|>k0
∑
|p|>k0
−= [{k′ · u(q)}{b(p)b(k′)}] , (12)
where k′ + p + q = 0, the giver Fourier modes (with wavenumbers p) are within the
sphere, while the receiver Fourier modes (with wavenumbers k′) are outside the sphere.
See Dar et al. [9] and Verma [33, 34] for details.
Under a steady state, in the inertial range where Fu = 0 and the dissipative effects
are negligible, the equations for the kinetic and potential energies yield [35, 34]
d
dk
Πu(k) = FB(k), (13)
d
dk
Πb(k) = −FB(k), (14)
where
FB(k) = −
∑
|k′|=k
N<[b(k′)u∗z(k′)] (15)
is the energy supply rate to the kinetic energy due to buoyancy. It is shown below that
FB(k) < 0. A sum of Eqs. (13, 14) yields
Πu(k) + Πb(k) = const, (16)
or in the inertial range, the total energy flux is a constant. For more details, refer to
Verma [35, 34].
The nature of the SST crucially depends on the relative strength of the buoyancy
and nonlinear term, or Ri [34]. For small Ri, turbulence is similar to that of passive
scalar turbulence, while for moderate Ri, buoyancy leads to Eu(k) ∼ k−11/5 (to be
described in the subsequent subsections). The flow become strongly anisotropic and
quasi-two-dimensional for strong buoyancy or large Ri [10, 18].
The phenomenology of SST with moderate stratification is described in the next
two subsections,
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2.1. Energetics of moderately stratified turbulence
For moderately stratified turbulence, the flow is nearly isotropic. For such flows, an
equation for the total kinetic energy with Fu = 0 and ν = 0 is
E˙u = − 〈Nbuz〉 = FB (17)
because 〈∇ · [u2u]〉 = 〈∇ · [σu]〉 = 0 for periodic or vanishing boundary condition. Here
〈.〉 stands for an average over the real space.
An inviscid and nondiffusive stably stratified flow with Fu = 0 supports inertial
gravity waves. For such waves, the FB = 0 with the kinetic and potential energies
exchanging among themselves in a periodic manner. This is a neutral state for which
the fluctuations neither grow nor decay. Under an introduction of nonlinearity, FB
becomes negative. If this were not the case, the kinetic energy of the system would
grow and make the flow unstable. Thus it is demonstrated that FB < 0 for SST. The
above arguments are for the global FB, but it is reasonable to assume that for a generic
stable system, FB(k) < 0.
k𝑘
𝑘+𝘥
𝑘
Π𝑢(𝑘) Π𝑢(𝑘+dk)
𝓕B(𝑘)𝑑𝑘
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(𝑘)
𝓕B(𝑘)<0
𝑘B
𝓕LS
𝑘DI 𝑘
𝓕B≈0
k𝑘
𝑘+𝘥
𝑘
Πb(𝑘) Πb(𝑘+dk)
−𝓕B(𝑘)𝑑𝑘
Π ρ
(𝑘)
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Figure 2. For SST: (a) A schematic diagram of the kinetic energy flux Πu(k).
In the band kf  k  kB , dΠu(k)/dk < 0 because FB(k) < 0. However, for
kB  k  kDI, FB(k) ≈ 0, hence Πu(k) = const. The left subfigures illustrates
the decreasing Πu(k) and negative FB(k). (b) Similar figures for the potential energy
flux Πb(k) that increases in the band kf  k  kB .
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For a negative FB(k), Eq. (13) yields
d
dk
Πu(k) < 0. (18)
Thus, the kinetic energy flux Πu(k) of SST decreases with k. Consequently Eu(k) is
steeper than the Kolmogorov’s spectrum (for which Πu(k) ∼ constant). Using Eq. (16),
it is deduced that the potential energy flux Πb(k) increases with k. As a result, the
scalar energy spectrum is shallower than k−5/3. These features are illustrated in Fig. 2.
After this background, Bologiano-Obukhov (BO) scaling [6, 24] is presented in the
next subsection.
2.2. Bolgiano-Obhukhov phenomenology for moderately stratified turbulence
In BO phenomenology, a force balance between the nonlinear term and the buoyancy,
as well as constancy of potential energy flux yield
ku2k = Nbk, (19)
Πb = kb
2
kuk = b. (20)
These equations yield the following spectra and fluxes:
Eu(k) = c1
2/5
b N
4/5k−11/5, (21)
Eb(k) = c2
4/5
b N
−2/5k−7/5, (22)
Πu(k) = c3
3/5
b N
6/5k−4/5, (23)
Πb(k) = b. (24)
Clearly, Πu(k) decreases with k, consistent with Eq. (18).
Bolgiano [6] and Obukhov [24] also argued that buoyancy weakens at large k
(before the start of dissipation range), hence yielding passive scalar turbulence like
behaviour [17]:
Eu(k) = KKo
2/3
u k
−5/3, (25)
Eb(k) = KOC
−1/3
u bk
−5/3, (26)
Πu(k) = u, (27)
Πb(k) = b, (28)
where u is the viscous dissipation rate, and KKo, KOC are respectively Kolmogorov’s and
Obukhov-Corrsin’s constants. The behavioural transition from one regime to another
occurs near Bolgiano wavenumber kB:
kB ≈ N3/2−5/4u 3/4b . (29)
In the following subsection it is shown that the latter regime (passive scalar
turbulence) does not exist in SST with moderate stratification.
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2.3. Revision of Bolgiano-Obhukhov phenomenology
Let us start with the conservation law, Eq. (16):
(ku3k + kb
2
kuk = )⇒ ku3k
[
1 +
k2u2k
N2
]
= . (30)
A numerical solution of the above equation shows that Πb  Πu [4]. More importantly,
the solution does not exhibit any transition from BO scaling [Eqs. (21-24)] to passive-
scalar scaling [Eqs. (25-28)]. This is essentially because at small k, uk is too small to
initiate a constant kinetic energy flux.
A proof for the absence of the above transition is as follows. In the second regime
(k > kB), buoyancy should be much smaller than the the nonlinear term. Let us estimate
the ratio of the buoyancy and the nonlinear term in the second regime:
Nbk
ku2k
≈ N
1/2
b 
−1/6
u k−1/3
k
2/3
u k−2/3
≈ N1/2b −5/6u k1/3. (31)
Since k > kB, using Eq. (29), we deduce that
Nbk
ku2k
> N
1/2
b 
−5/6
u k
1/3
B ≈ N3/23/4b −5/4u  1 (32)
because b  u. Therefore, buoyancy should dominate in the second regime. This is a
contradiction. Therefore, we prove using contradiction that the second regime does not
exist. We call the above phenomenology as revised BO phenomenology.
In the next subsection we will describe numerical simulations that verify BO
phenomenology.
2.4. Numerical results on SST
There are a large number of simulations on SST with strong stratification ([18, 10, 30]
and references therein), and only a handful on SST with moderate stratification
(Ri ≈ 1) [13, 14, 26]. Here we present the results of Kumar et al. [14] because it
shows conclusive evidences in favour of revised BO scaling.
Kumar et al. [14] performed a numerical simulation of SST for Pr = 1 on a 10243
grid. They employed forcing at large scales to attain a steady state. The steady flow
has Reynolds number Re ≈ 649, and Richardson number Ri ≈ 0.01. The flow is
nearly isotropic because Ri is not too far from unity. Kumar et al. reported that the
Eu(k) ∼ k−11/5 provides a fit to the numerical data that k−5/3 spectrum. Similarly, the
potential energy spectrum is better described by k−7/5 spectrum than k−5/3. They also
reported that FB(k) < 0, Πθ ≈ const, while Πu(k) decreases with k. Note that they do
not observe any crossover from k−11/5 to k−5/3. This feature may be due to relatively
lower resolution of the numerical simulation, or due to absence of crossover as predicted
by revised BO scaling [4]. Thus, the numerical results of Kumar et al. [14] are in general
agreement with BO phenomenology or revised BO phenomenology. The fluxes of kinetic
and potential energies need to be recomputed using higher-resolution simulations for a
more accurate verification.
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The phenomenological arguments for turbulent thermal convection is presented in
the next section, .
3. Turbulent thermal convection
In thermal convection, density is unstably stratified as shown in Fig. 1(b). This section
focuses on a special class of thermal convection called Rayleigh-Be´nard convection
(RBC).
3.1. Formalism
In RBC, a fluid is confined between two conducting horizontal plates that are kept
at z = 0 and d; the temperatures of these plates are Tb and Tt respectively with
Tb > Tc. The local temperature is a superposition of externally-imposed linearly varying
temperature T¯ (z) and fluctuation θ(x, y, z):
T (x, y, z) = T¯ (z) + θ(x, y, z), (33)
where
T¯ (z) = Tb +
dT¯
dz
z = Tb − Tb − Tt
d
z. (34)
For the above system, the equations of motion for the velocity and temperature
fluctuations under Boussinesq approximation are
∂u
∂t
+ (u · ∇)u = − 1
ρm
∇σ + αgθzˆ + ν∇2u, (35)
∂θ
∂t
+ (u · ∇)θ = ∆
d
uz + κ∇2θ, (36)
∇ · u = 0, (37)
where ∆ = Tb − Tt, and ν, κ are the kinematic viscosity and thermal diffusivity
respectively [34]. Two nondimensional parameters of RBC are Rayleigh number Ra
and Prandtl number Pr that are defined as
Ra =
αgd3∆
νκ
; Pr =
ν
κ
. (38)
Under the inviscid and nondiffusive limit, it can be shown that
1
2
∫
dr
(
u2 − αgd
∆
θ2
)
(39)
is conserved for RBC. The scalar quantity for thermal convection is θ (corresponding to
b of SST); one-dimensional spectrum for the temperature fluctuation (θ) is defined as
Eθ(k) =
∑
k−1<k′≤k
1
2
|θ(k)|2, (40)
and the temperature flux (for nonlinear scale-by-scale transfer of θ2) is
Πθ(k0) =
∑
|k′|>k0
∑
|p|>k0
−= [{k′ · u(q)}{θ(p)θ(k′)}] . (41)
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The definitions of kinetic energy spectrum and flux are same as those in Sec. 2.
Under a steady state, in the inertial range where the dissipation and diffusion effects
are negligible, the energy equations yield [35, 34]
d
dk
Πu(k) = FB(k), (42)
d
dk
Πθ(k) =
∆
αgd
FB(k), (43)
where
FB(k) =
∑
|k′|>k0
αg<[θ(k)u∗z(k)] (44)
is the kinetic energy feed by buoyancy. Using Eqs. (42, 43) it is deduced that
Πu(k)− αgd
∆
Πθ(k) = const = C1. (45)
The above equation can be transformed to the following:
U3
d
[
Π′u(k)−
αg∆d
U2
Π′θ(k)
]
≈ C1, (46)
where Π′u(k) = Πu(k)/(U
3/d) and Π′θ(k) = Πθ(k)/(U∆
2/d) are the nondimensional
kinetic energy flux and temperature flux respectively. Since U ≈ √αg∆d, we deduce
that
Π′u(k)− Π′θ(k) ≈ const = C2. (47)
Verma [34] showed that C2 ≈ 0.
The boundary layers near the thermal plates affect the temperature field. Pandey
and Verma [25], and Verma et al. [35] showed that the mean temperature profile is
θm(z) ≈ z − 1/2, whose Fourier transform and temperature spectrum are
θm(0, 0, kz) ≈ − 1
pikz
⇒ Eθm(k) ∼ k−2 (48)
for even kz, and zero otherwise.
After this background, I describe a phenomenology of turbulent thermal convection
that yields the spectra and fluxes of the velocity and temperature fields.
3.2. Phenomenology of turbulent thermal convection
As described in the introduction, motivated by similarities between the equations
of stably stratified flows and thermal convection, many researchers argued that BO
phenomenology would also apply to turbulent thermal convection ([3, 8, 19, 20, 21,
27, 34] and references therein). It is shown below that the nature of energy feed by
buoyancy in SST and turbulent convection are very different. Based on these new
energetics arguments and several properties of turbulent convection, it is shown that
Eu(k) ∼ k−5/3 and Πu ≈ const.
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Figure 3. For turbulent thermal convection: (a) A schematic diagram of Πu(k) for
which FB(k) > 0. (b) Equation (53) however reveals that Πu(k) ≈ const. (c) A
schematic diagram of Πθ(k) with positive feed from buoyancy, but Eq. (53) shows that
Πθ(k) ≈ const.
Since hot plumes ascend and cold plumes descend, θ and uz are positively correlated,
or
FB = 〈θ(r)uz(r)〉 > 0. (49)
Hence it is expected that
FB(k) =
∑
k−1<k′≤k
αg〈θ(k′)u∗z(k′)〉 > 0. (50)
Therefore, using Eqs. (42, 43) it is deduced that
d
dk
Πu(k) > 0;
d
dk
Πθ(k) > 0. (51)
Hence, both Πu(k) and Πθ(k) are expected to increase with k. A recent numerical
simulation of Verma et al. [35] however reveal that FB(k) ∼ k−5/3. Hence
FB(k) = αg〈θ(k)u∗z(k)〉 ∼ (αgU∆)k−5/3, (52)
where U ∼ √αgU∆, and k is a nondimensionalized variable (normalized with 1/d). In
the inertial range where k  1, we expect FB(k) ∼ k−5/3 → 0. Therefore, it can be
claimed that in the inertial range,
Πu(k) ≈ const; Πθ(k) ≈ const. (53)
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Constancy of kinetic energy flux prompts us to predict that Eu(k) of turbulent
convection follows Kolmogorov’s spectrum:
Eu(k) = KKo(Πu)
2/3k−5/3. (54)
These observations are consistent with (a) Verma’s [34] finding that Ri ≈ 0.1 for
turbulent convection; (b) Pandey and Vema’s [25] results that turbulent convection
is driven primarily by the pressure gradient, as in 3D hydrodynamics. Thus, buoyancy
essentially supplies kinetic energy at large scales, and it does not affect the inertial
range spectrum significantly. Recent numerical simulations of Kumar et al. [14], Verma
et al. [35], and Verma [34] verify the above conjecture (see Sec. 3.3). Note that these
arguments rule out BO scaling for turbulent convection.
The temperature spectrum Eθ(k) however is not proportional to k
−5/3 due to the
walls (though Πθ(k) ≈ const). As described in the previous subsection, the mean
temperature θm(z) exhibits k
−2 spectrum. In addition, the fluctuating part of θ generate
another branch in Eθ(k). These two branches however yield a constant Πθ(k).
The numerical results on turbulent convection are presented in the next subsection.
3.3. Numerical verification of Kolmogorov-like scaling in turbulent convection
Many researchers performed numerical simulations and experiments of turbulent
thermal convection to test whether it follows Kolmogorov-like scaling or BO scaling.
The results were somewhat inconclusive till recently due to various reasons ([3, 8, 19, 20,
21, 23, 27, 29, 34] and references therein). Most experiments measure the temperature
and/or velocity fields at set of physical locations. Hence, determination of Eu(k) requires
invocation of Taylor’s hypothesis to convert the frequency spectrum Eu(f) to Eu(k).
However, lack of a mean flow may invalidate such transformation [16], which may be
the reason for variations in the experimental results.
Here, due to lack of space, only some of the numerical results are listed. Grossmann
and Lohse [11] simulated RBC using small number of truncated Fourier-Weierstrass
modes and obtain Kolmogorov’s scaling. Borue and Orszag [7], Skandera et al. [28],
and Kerr [12] reported k−5/3 spectrum for the velocity and temperature field. Note
however that Borue and Orszag [7] and Skandera et al. [28] employed periodic boundary
conditions for their simulations. Though some of the above simulations report that
Eu(k) ∼ k−5/3, these results were not fully convincing. Recently Kumar et al. [14] and
Verma et al. [35] performed numerical simulation of turbulent thermal convection and
concluded that BO scaling is ruled out for turbulent convection, and that turbulent
convection has behaviour similar to hydrodynamic turbulence.
Verma et al. [35] simulated turbulent thermal convection for Pr = 1 and Ra =
1.1 × 1011 on a 40963 grid. They observed that Eu(k) ∼ k−5/3 with a constant flux,
consistent with the phenomenology described in Sec. 3.2. They also reported that
the temperature spectrum Eθ(k) exhibits bi-spectrum—the upper branch varies as
k−2, while lower branch deviates from both k−5/3 and k−7/5. Thus, the temperature
spectrum is far from predictions of passive scalar turbulence or BO phenomenology.
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Yet, the temperature spectrum Πθ(k) ∼ const, and Πu(k)− Πθ(k), consistent with the
conservation law of Eq. (47). Also, FB(k) > 0 consistent with the phenomenology of
Sec. 3.2.
In addition, Verma et al. [35] showed that the shell-to-shell energy transfers are local
and forward, similar to those in three-dimensional hydrodynamic turbulence. Also,
Nath et al. [22] showed that the flow of a turbulent convection is nearly isotropic.
The shell model of turbulent convection too shows similar results as above [15]. Thus,
the turbulence properties of turbulent thermal convection are similar to hydrodynamic
turbulence. This is a very useful result, and it enables us to employ the turbulence
models of hydrodynamic turbulence to turbulent thermal convection. Vashistha et
al. [31] exploited this observation and performed large-eddy simulation (LES) of
turbulent convection using the hydrodynamic LES.
Next section contains a summary of the main differences between SST and thermal
convection.
4. Main differences between SST and turbulent thermal convection: A
summary
In this paper the properties of SST (with focus on moderate stratification) and turbulent
convection are contrasted, and it is shown that some of the important turbulence
properties of these systems are very different due to the nature of stratification. The
former is stable, while the latter is unstable. This feature leads to differences in the
signs of the kinetic energy feed by buoyancy, FB(k). Such energy feeds have profound
influence on the energy spectrum and flux.
The differences between SST and turbulent thermal convection are summarised in
Table 1. SST are classified into three classes: Ri 1, Ri ∼ 1, and Ri 1. In this paper
the focus is on SST with Ri ∼ 1, yet for completeness, the properties of Ri  1 and
Ri 1 are also summarised in the table. The flows with Ri 1 are described by passive
scalar turbulence in which the velocity field follows Kolmogorov’s k−5/3 spectrum, and
the density field is advected by the velocity field as a passive scalar. It has been shown
that the passive scalar too yields k−5/3 spectrum [17, 32]. These spectra arise because
the buoyancy is very weak for this case.
The flows with Ri  1 (SST with strong stratification) is not well understood,
in particular the columns with entries “?” in the Table. For such flows, there are
some works to compute the spectra and fluxes, as well as FB(k) [18, 30, 10]. Yet,
it is safe to say that there is no convergence on topics such as fluxes. For example,
Vallgren et al. [30] observed that the total energy flux is positive, but we are not
aware of rigorous computation of Πu(k) and Πb(k) individually. These fluxes would
have important contributions on the construction of phenomenological theories of such
systems. Similarly, for this is case, FB(k) could be positive (contrast to other two cases)
due to two dimensionality. For more details on this regime, refer to [18, 30, 10, 34]
The energetics arguments described in the paper are quite general, and they can
be employed to other related flows. For example, Rayleigh-Taylor turbulence, which
is unstably stratified, too shows properties similar to hydrodynamic turbulence [5, 34].
For further details on Rayleigh-Taylor instability, refer to Abarzhi [1, 2].
The aforementioned arguments are quite robust and promising, and they are in
good agreement with simulation results. Yet, there are many unresolved issues. For
example, the physics of SST with strong stratifictio (Ri  1) is not well understood.
In addition, generalisation of the energetics arguments to two-dimensional flows, to
boundary layers in thermal convection, and to extreme Prandtl numbers are yet to be
satisfactorily performed.
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Table 1. Contrasting stably stratified turbulence (SST) and turbulent thermal convection. SST is classified into three classes: Ri  1,
Ri ∼ 1, and Ri 1. In the table, ”?” means that the particular issue remains largely unresolved. Primary references are cited in the first
row, but for more details refer to Sec. 4.
Property
SST Thermal convection
Ri 1 [14] Ri ∼ 1 [6, 24, 14] Ri 1 [18, 10] Ri ≈ 0.1 [14, 35]
Froude no  1 ∼ 1  1 -
Stability Stable Unstable
Linear mode Internal gavity waves Convective rolls
Isotropy Nearly isotropic Nearly isotropic Anisotropic Nearly isotropic
Phenomenology passive scalar Bolgiano-Obukhov quasi-two-dimensional Kolmogorov-like
turbulence
FB(k) Negative Negative ? Positive
Πu(k) Πu(k) ≈ const Πu(k) decreases with k ? Πu(k) ≈ const
Eu(k) k
−5/3 k−11/5
E⊥(k⊥) ∼ k−5/3⊥ k−5/3
E(k‖) ∼ k−5/3‖
Scalar flux Πb(k) ∼ const Πb(k) ∼ const ? Πθ(k) ∼ const
Scalar
Eb(k) ∼ k−5/3 Eb(k) ∼ k−7/5 ? Bi-spectrum with k
−2 and
spectrum another branch for fluctuations.
Conserved flux Πu(k) + Πb(k) Πu(k)− Πθ(k)
Examples Atmosphere of Parts of oceans Earth’s atmosphere Earth’s boundary layer
small planets
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